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Radial profile of floating potential inside the current sheet was measured for the purpose of investigating the
two-fluid (Hall) effect during magnetic reconnection in the UTST merging experiment. During magnetic recon-
nection, the floating potential drop was formed spontaneously inside the current sheet, forming a steep electric
potential gradient on its both downstream areas. Magnetic probe array measurement indicates that this potential
drop appears spontaneously when the reconnection rate rapidly increase due to change in current sheet structure.
The IDS probe measurement observed outflow almost equal to poloidal Alfvén speed in radial direction from the
X-point, where steep gradient of floating potential is formed. This fact suggests that ion acceleration/heating is
caused by the steep potential gradient formed in the downstream by magnetized electrons.
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1. Introduction
The spherical tokamak (ST) is a promissing candidate

for core plasma confinement method of fusion reactor for
the following features.

• High-β value is achievable (∼50%).
• Contain near-omnigenious region, which shows im-

proved confinement in bad curvature region [1].
• Low cost in construction and operation.

However, because of the small aspect ratio (A < 2), there
would be no room for setting up center solenoid (CS) in-
side the plasma. Therefore, many methods are being stud-
ied to achieve CS-less startup of ST, such as the radio fre-
quency (RF) startup, coaxial helicity injection (CHI) and
merging startup.

The merging startup uses the external poloidal field
(PF) coils to form two ST plasmas without the CS. In merg-
ing startup, two small tokamaks are formed and merged
to form one ST. During the ST formation, electrons and
ions are heated by an energy conversion process of mag-
netic reconnection. This starup method has been used
firstly by TS-3 (the University of Tokyo), then by START
(UKAEA) [2] and recently by TS-4, MAST and UTST. 2D
Doppler spectroscopy measured the ion temperature dur-
ing merging startup in TS-3. In this experiment, ions are
heated from 10 eV to 40 - 60 eV within 10 μsec, which cor-
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responds to heating power of as large as 4 - 6 MW [3]. In
the merging experiment in MAST, electron and ion temper-
atures were measured by the Thomson scattering system
and neutral particle analyzer, respectively. They indicate
that both electrons and ions are heated up to 1 keV after
merging. Precise electron temperature measurement was
also implemented in MAST [4] and showed strong elec-
tron heating at the X-point.

It is noted that the current sheet has higher ion temper-
ature than the inflow region. Our experiment indicates the
reconnection outflow as a the major heating mechanism,
but needs a modification in the two-fluid regime. This pa-
per addresses the first experimental observation of electro-
static potential drop due to the two fluid effects and its heat-
ing effect.

2. The UTST Plasma Merging Device
The merging startup ST device, UTST, is designed to

examine the feasibility of merging startup for fusion reac-
tors. The cross-section of UTST is shown in Fig. 1. Unlike
START/MAST and TS-3/TS-4, all coils are placed outside
the vacuum vessel. In the UTST merging startup exper-
iment, PF#2,4 coil currents are swung to induce electric
field in toroidal direction for initial formation of two ST.
After the initial tokamaks are formed, PF#1 coil current
compress and merges them at the midplane of the vacuum
vessel. With this startup method, we have produced suc-
cessfully the maximum plasma current of 60 kA without
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Fig. 1 Cross section diagram of UTST. Coil position, mag-
netic probe distribution, and Ip Rogowski coil layout are
shown. Line and color contours show poloidal flux and
toroidal current density of typical discharge calculated
from magnetic probe array signals.

Fig. 2 Time evolution of poloidal flux (line contour) with
toroidal current density (color contour) of typical dis-
charge.

CS assist.
The typical merging startup is shown in Fig. 2. Line

and color contour plot on Figs. 1 and 2 indicate poloidal
flux ψ and toroidal current density jt, respectively. These
values are calculated from the magnetic field measure-
ment with a magnetic probe array placed inside the vac-
uum vessel, as shown in Fig. 1. Magnetic probe array mea-
sures toroidal and axial components of the magnetic field.
Poloidal flux ψ, toroidal current density jt and toroidal
electric field Et are calcurated as follows,
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∫ R
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3. Two-Fluid Effect On Magnetic
Reconnection
Magnetic reconnection has been mainly described by

resistive MHD model. In this model, the diffusion by col-
lisional resistivity is the cause for field-line reconnection.
Since both of ion gyro-radius ρi ∼ 79 mm and the mean
free path λmfp ∼ 120 mm are longer than thickness of sheet
current δ ∼ 50 mm, ideal MHD interpretation of reconnec-
tion needs some modification. In such a situation, elec-
tron and ion must behave independently inside the current
sheet. The MHD interpretation of reconnection should be
modified by these effect such as Hall effect [5].

In this paper, we address the first experimental obser-
vation of ion acceleration/heating caused by electron po-
tential that magnetized electrons form during magnetic re-
connection.

4. Diagnostics
To see the two-fluid effect inside the current sheet, an

electrostatic probe was inserted to measure the radial pro-
file of floating potential. The floating potential φf is a kind
of electric potential where ion current and electron currents
balance. φf is defined as follows;

φf = φs +
κTe

e
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)
− 1

2

]
, (4)

where φs is the space potential Te is the electron temper-
ature, Z is the ion charge number and ni,e are ion/electron
density. As shown in eq. 4, φf is proportional to Te, the
floating potential difference can be, approximately, con-
sidered as electrostatic potential difference, given that spa-
tial difference of Te is sufficiently small. An ion Doppler
spectroscopy (IDS) probe was also inserted for ion veloc-
ity/temperature measurement. Figure 3 shows these probe
locations. The electrostatic probe is mainly composed of
φ10 mm glass tube with φ1 mm tungsten tip, which is in-
serted into plasma by 5 mm. A linear isolation amplifier
(ACPL-7900) is used to reduce the common mode noise
and insulation between the plasma and digitizer.

The IDS probe consists of optical lens and collimater
attached at the head of φ5 glass shaft with a quartz fiber
inside it to gather and transmit ion emission to the detec-
tor. In UTST, He II line (468.58 nm) emission localized
around the X-point was already measured during magnetic
reconnection [6]. Since C III line (464.74 nm) emission is
also detected at almost the same time and location as the
He II line emission, C III line is used for ion flow velocity
and temperature measurement.

We made a radial scan of this probe for measuring the
spatial profiles of floating potential, ion flow velocity, and
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Fig. 3 Layout of electrostatic probe and IDS probe.

ion temperature.

5. Results and Discussion
Figure 4 shows r-z profiles of the poloidal flux and

toroidal current density and radial profile of the floating
potential. Measurement area of the floating potential is
shown as blue two-way arrow on line/color contour plot.

This figure indicates that the floating potential is uni-
form across the current sheet at 200 μsec. After this time
floating potential suddenly form a steep gradient around
R = 0.35 m, where the X-point is located around this time.
The abrupt decrease of floating potential outside the X-
point is due to charge non-neutrality just outside the X-
point. This charge non-neutrality was caused by the differ-
ence between the electron and ion motions around the X-
point, indicating that the evidence of the two-fluid (Hall)
effect during reconnection.

Time evolutions of reconnection rate (−(dψ/dt)) and
toroidal current density (− jt) at the X-point are shown in
Fig. 5. Also, radial profiles of floating potential (φf ) and ra-
dial electric field (Er) at specific time are shown. From this
figure, it can be noted that until 200 μs the reconnection
rate is no higher than the half of the peak reconnection rate
and the toroidal current density continues growing up. In
this phase, the floating potential is almost uniform and no
steepening appears and so radial electric field is almost uni-
form across the current sheet. After 200 μs, the reconnec-
tion rate rapidly grows up and come to its peak at 205 μs,
on the other hand the toroidal current density decreases.
We can see from this fugure that after 200 μs floating po-
tential start to form a steep gradient around R = 0.35 m,
i.e., around the X-point, and the radial electric field at
R = 0.35 m suddenly starts to grow. The time evolution
tendency of these quantities can be paraphrased as follows:
the two-fluid effect suddenly shows up when the reconnec-

Fig. 4 2D profile of poloidal flux (line contour) and toroidal cur-
rent density (color contour) and radial profile of floating
potential φf .

Fig. 5 Time evolutions of reconnection rate (−(dψ/dt)) and
toroidal current density (− jt) at X-point, and radial pro-
files of floating potential (φf ) and radial electric field (Er)
at t = 190, 200, 205 μsec.

tion rate abruptly grows up and the current density gradu-
ally decreases. Also, this may indicate that two-fluid effect
enhances reconnection rate.

Figure 6 shows the ion temperature at three radial po-
sitions together with r-z contours of the poloidal flux and
toroidal current density, and the radial floating potential
profile at 205 μs. Each signal from the IDS probe mea-
surement is a line integrated emission from R = 0.1 m to
the measurement position, and each measurement region
of the IDS probe is denoted with black two-way arrow
both on contour plots of ψ and jt and radial profile plot
of φf . From the IDS probe measurement data in Fig. 6, ra-
dial flow as fast as Vi/VA ∼ 1 is detected at R = 0.36 m,
0.46 m, where the X-point is included within the measure-
ment area, while no ion flow is observed at R = 0.26 m,
where the X-point is not included. The ion temperature
is much higher after the completion of the ST formation.
The ion temperature measured at R = 0.26 m is higher
than that right after the ST formation but is still lower than
that measured from the other positions. However, the fitted
Gaussian may contain the effect of bulk motions arond the
X-point. There exist strong flow around and outside the
X-point and also there may occur ion heating around the
X-point.

The floating potential measurement indicates that the
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Fig. 6 The poloidal flux contour, floating potential profile and
HeII line spectrums at three radial positions. The dashed
line denote the center of the HeII line. The ion velocity is
normalized by the poloidal Alfvénspeed of 24 km/s.

potential drop outside the X-point accelerate ions, causing
ion heating around the X-point. In the UTST merging ex-
periment, merging poloidal magnetic field Bp and toroidal
megnetic field Bt are typically 0.01 T and 0.1 T, respec-
tively, therefore the C2+ gyration period is τCc = 3.9 μs
and the gyroradius is ρC ∼ 16 mm. The acceleration time
is roughly calculated as follows: From the potential gra-
dient calculation in Fig. 5, the electrostatic electric field is
estimated as 400 < Er < 800 V/m. The acceleration time
τacc is calculated as follows.

τacc =
Vimi

qEr
, (5)

where Vi is the ion velocity Vi ∼ 27 km/s, q is the charge
value of C2+, which is q = 3.2 × 10−19 C, mi is the mass
of C2+ so mi = 2.0 × 10−26 kg. Therefore, the acceleration
time τacc is 2.1 < τacc < 4.2 μs. The acceleration time can
be less than the gyration period of C2+, i.e., it is possible
for C2+ to be accelerated up to 27 km/s only by the radial
electric field. The possible thermalization mechanisms for

accelerated ions are the remagnetization in the high-field
downstream area and/or their collision in the downstream
area with density pileup or fast shock [7]. Accelerated ions
are magnetized in the downstream region, converting ion
flow energy to thermal energy. The downstream region
has density pileup and/or fast shock. When the ions ac-
celerated into this region, fast shock increases collisions,
thermalizing ions.

6. Conclusion
Radial profile of floating potential was measured for

the first time by the electrostatic probe during magnetic re-
connection in the UTST. When the reconnection rate in-
creases the sudden floating potential drop was observed
outside the X-point, as an evidence of two-fluid effect.
This potential drop forms steep potential gradient around
the X-point, increasing the C2+ outflow to Vi/VA ∼ 1.
This potential drop also causes ion heating around the
X-point through some ion dumping mechanism. The
possible dumping mechanisms are their remagnetization
and/or their collision in the downstream area with density
pileup/fast shock.
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